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 Series Trim Installation

STEP #1

TURN OFF POWER before connecting trim. 
Failure to do so will cause LED FAILURE.

STEP #3A

Install the light engine into the internal housing 
bracket. Twist the light engine 1/4 clockwise to 
lock into place.

STEP #4A (ADJUSTMENT LOCK)

Unlock the tilting mechanism with a 1/4 counter 
clockwise turn using the 9/64" hex key. Once 
adjustment is completed (step #4b) lock the tilt 
mechanism with a 1/4 clockwise turn.

STEP #2

Connect the mating connectors on the light 
engine and housing.

STEP #3B (OPTIONAL MEDIA)

To add or remove optional media, unthread the 
media holder. The media sits inside the holder, 
and the holder accepts up to 2 media.

STEP #4B (TILT ADJUSTMENT)

Ensure adjustment lock is disengaged (step 
#4a). Adjust tilt to the desired angle using the 
9/64" hex key. Turn clockwise to tilt. Re-engage 
adjustment lock (step #4a).

WARNING

This product must be installed in accordance with the applicable code by a person familiar with the 
construction and operation of the product and the hazards involved.
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 Series Trim Installation

STEP #5 (ROTATION ADJUSTMENT)

Unlock rotation screw with a counter clockwise 
turn. Rotate the light engine (361° rotation) to 
the desired angle. Lock the rotation screw with a 
clockwise turn.

STEP #6A (TRIMMED)

Press all the trim clips inward then slide the trim 
into the ceiling cutout.

STEP #7A (TRIMMED)

Once passed the ceiling plane, trim clips will 
expand to lock the trim into place.

STEP #6A (TRIMLESS + WOOD TRIMLESS)

Slide the trim into the ceiling cutout.

 
STEP #7B (TRIMLESS + WOOD TRIMLESS)

Once passed the ceiling plane, trim clips will 
expand to lock the trim into place.


